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Chapter 1
Introduction, Motivation and
Outline
1.1 Introduction and Motivation
The understanding of hadron production is a fairly complex problem, that
can only be solved by combining a theoretical framework with experimental
results. The theory used to explain such hadronization processes is Quan-
tum Chromodynamics, the gauge theory of strong interactions (see Chapter
2) [1].
Processes where we can observe a hadron in a final state can be described
through perturbative cross sections and two non-perturbative, universal
functions: parton distribution (PDF) and fragmentation functions (FF).
PDFs are interpreted as probability distributions for finding a parton in-
side a hadron with a certain fraction of the hadron’s momentum, whereas
FFs describe probability distributions of finding a hadron, coming from a
parton, with a certain fraction of the parton’s momentum.
Essentially, one can say that PDFs describe an initial particle, whereas the
dimensionless fragmentation functions describe a final-state, single-particle
energy distribution in a hard scattering process.
The perturbative component can be calculated completely in Quantum
Chromodynamics through perturbation theory, without additional input
from experiments.
Perturbative QCD (pQCD) can only be used to describe scattering pro-
cesses at very high energies, which has its roots in the asymptotic freedom
of the theory, explained in more detail in Chapter 2. Therefore functions
describing the low energy regions need to be extracted from data and have
found to be sensitive to the details of an interaction to an extent that no
1
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current model can match.
Once obtained they represent a fundamental tool for a more detailed look
at the nucleon structure.
One big advantage of FFs is their independence of the process. They de-
scribe the properties of a parton and are therefore the same, regardless of
the process by which it is produced.
Not only does this allow us to use the same function at different energy
scales but also in entirely different experimental setups. So even though
traditionally, most fragmentation function analyses were performed with
data from e+e−-experiments, the functions obtained are just as valid in a
proton-proton-collision setup.
This leads to a multitude of different possible applications in data analysis,
for instance at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider RHIC, at the Brookhaven
National Laboratory in New York, for Semi-Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scat-
tering experiments or for Proton-Proton collisions [2].
As a result of longterm, precise measurements, the knowledge on PDFs
has reached a point where they provide accurate information on the proton
structure [3]. The different experiments and analysis agree with each other
within the small estimated uncertainties and are fully consistent with pre-
dictions coming from QCD [4].
Following the example of PDFs, fragmentation functions have been evolving
quickly, unfortunately without yet reaching the same precision [5–8]. Es-
pecially the gluon fragmentation function has not yet been extracted with
sufficient accuracy to be used in describing nucleon substructure and precise
parton distributions within the desired error margins.
Detailed knowledge of quark and gluon fragmentation functions will give us
an accurate insight into hadron structure and provide us with additional
information concerning the proton spin [9].
The inclusive production of a single charged hadron e+e− → (γ, Z) → hX
has been measured at many different center-of-mass (c.m.) energies, where
a large number of precise sets of data from various collaborations have be-
come available, none the less it has so far been impossible to distinguish
between quark and antiquark fragmentation from e+e−-annihilation alone.
Even the possibility of disentangling favored and disfavored fragmentation
functions is limited and accurate predictions can only be made through the
use of data from Semi Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering (SIDIS) experi-
ments, where mostly up-quarks appear in the initial state.
Favored fragmentation functions denote functions from a quark or antiquark
that is a constituent of the hadron in the quark model, whereas disfavored
fragmentations come from the so-called sea quarks.
2
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The ability to distinguish between individual quarks, or favored and dis-
favored fragmentation, is highly dependent on so-called ”tagging” (which
identifies the quark flavor that a jet comes from) and assumptions obtained
from Monte-Carlo simulations [10].
Due to the lack of precise enough data at the significant energy scale (Z-
Boson mass, where electroweak couplings become equal), the gluon frag-
mentation is not yet well enough constrained.
For the first time, the BELLE experiment (see Chapter 3), provides the pos-
sibility of precision measurements as it offers very high statistics combined
with particle identification over a broad range of hadron momenta. The sep-
arate measurement of different hadrons, and their charges (pi+, pi−, K+, K−)
[28] opens a door to a more detailed extraction of fragmentation functions.
The advantage of process independence in FFs as well as the opportunity
to use the newest and most accurate data inspired the production of this
thesis.
The aim is to extract fragmentation functions with high accuracy and little
uncertainties [11].
3
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1.2 Fragmentation Functions “Historically”
1.2.1 The Pioneers of Fragmentation Functions
1 One can say that the pioneers of fragmentation function calculation are S.
Albino [12], B. A. Kniehl, G. Kramer and B. Po¨tter [13, 14] whose research
first dealt with the issue of extracting fragmentation functions up to Next-
to-Leading Order from e+e−-annihilation data.
1.2.2 The Kniehl-Kramer-Poetter Analysis (KKP)
2 B.A.Kniehl, G.Kramer, B.Po¨tter’s analysis, similarly to the one per-
formed by S. Kumano, determined fragmentation functions for charged Pi-
ons, Kaons and protons by fitting to e+e−-annihilation data.
The data sets used include DELPHI [15], SLD [16] with quark flavor sep-
aration and data sets from ALEPH [17], DELPHI, SLD and TPC without
flavor separation.
DELPHI and ALEPH are experiments performed at the Large-Electron-
Positron Collider at CERN in Switzerland, the SLD data comes from a col-
laboration working on electron-positron annihilation at the Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center (SLAC) and the TPC detector is situated at CERN.
The c.m. energies used in the experiments are 29.0 and 91.2 GeV with the
same key observable as in other FF analyses: a scaled-momentum distribu-
tion normalized to the hadronic cross section (see Chapter 2).
The parametrization characterizing the z-dependence of the fragmentation
functions used by KKP was a fairly simple one.
The Ansatz DHq = Nz
α(1−z)β, only using 3 parameters, has proven to be a
fairly accurate initial distribution, with the high z-regions being accounted
for through the zα-term and the low z-regions through (1− z)β.
After Evolution with Q2, performed in Mellin space (see Chapter 2), the
function was fitted to the data sets producing fairly accurate results: see
Fig. 1.1
In the analysis performed by M.Hirai, S. Kumano, T.-H. Nagai and K.
Sudoh (HKNS) [8, 18, 19] a similar parametrization as in KKP [13] was
used. HKNS, along with DSS were the first ones to incorporate a detailed
look at errors and uncertainties.
1Details and Notation as well as Abbreviations used in this Chapter are explained
more thoroughly in Chapter 2.
2according to Ref. [13] with notation from [5], unless otherwise stated
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Figure 1.1: Normalized cross section at c.m.s energy of 91.2 GeV, with
Leading Order lines dashed and Next-To-Leading-Order lines solid, data from
ALEPH (represented by triangles), DELPHI (circles), SLD (squares) [13, 14].
5
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1.2.3 The DeFlorian-Stratmann-Sassot Analysis (DSS)
A newer and more advanced analysis has been performed by M. Stratmann,
D. de Florian and R. Sassot [5].
The main difference between theirs and previous analyses is the initial
parametrization for z and the data used for fitting, as well as the fact that
it includes a large number of different experimental setups.
The data used by DSS does not only include e+e−-data but also data from
semi inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) experiments and hadron-
hadron collisions.
The big advantage of using SIDIS data lies in their sensitivity to individual
quark and antiquark flavors, which is not accessible through e+e−.
Hadron-hadron collisions are extremely sensitive to gluon fragmentation
due to the dominance of gg → gX for hadrons produced at low to medium
transverse momenta, as well as to fragmentation functions at very high z.
The cross sections for SIDIS and proton-proton-collisions are omitted here
since the focus of this analysis lies on e+e−-data and can be found in Ref.
[5, 11]. Another difference between this analysis and previous ones is a more
complicated but therefore also more flexible parametrization:
DHi (z, µ0) =
Niz
αi(1− z)βi [1 + γi(1− z)δi ]
B[2 + αi, βi + 1] + γiB[2 + αi, βi + δi + 1]
(1.1)
with B[...] being the Euler-Beta function, resulting from the normaliza-
tion of the parametrization.
This initial distribution for the fragmentation function has proven to be
more accurate, due to the higher number of free parameters (n, α, β, γ, δ)
and the additional information from SIDIS and proton-proton data (see Fig.
1.2).
6
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Figure 1.2: comparing the results of the NLO fit to the data sets, dotted lines:
results with previous parametrizations [5].
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1.3 Outline
In this thesis, a QCD analysis of BELLE and LEP data (see Chapter 3), as
well as an evolution with Q2 in Mellin space was performed and fragmen-
tation functions were calculated. This allows us to compare fragmentation
functions at different energies, through which the precision of fragmentation
function calculation is raised significantly.
Chapter 2 will focus on the theoretical framework of the analysis and ex-
plain fragmentation in QCD, as well as look into all properties needed to
conduct such an analysis. This should help give an understanding of how
hadrons are produced and the way by which the concept of asymptotic free-
dom influences the process.
In Chapter 3 an overview of the experiments used is given and their advan-
tages are explained. The new availability of the BELLE data has inspired
the analysis presented in this thesis with the goal of extracting fragmen-
tation functions with high accuracy. This is the first analysis containing
data from BELLE, where lower energies are taken into account that have
been omitted by previous experiments, due to the fact that other detectors
weren’t sensitive enough in those regions (see Chapter 3).
Chapter 4 will contain details regarding the fitting method, the actual cal-
culations of the relevant DGLAP evolution equations and the properties
needed for it. Used symmetry relations and their reasoning can be found in
Chapter 4 as well. The complexity of the problem should become clear and
possible difficulties encountered in the Q2 evolution, along with a method
for solving them will be explained.
The last chapter contains fit results with the parameters determined by the
fit and possible discrepancies with the experimental data will be looked at.
Details to functions and calculations, as well as the working code for this
analysis can be found in the Appendix.
8
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Due to the process-independence of fragmentation functions they are used in
a large number of different experimental setups: e+e−-annihilation, Proton-
Proton-collisions, e − µ − ν-scattering off a proton or a nucleus as well as
heavy ion collisions.
To open up the possibility of even finding any kind of physics beyond the
Standard Model a detailed knowledge of Quantum Chromodynamics is nec-
essary to predict cross sections of interactions.
Calculations in perturbative QCD have been found to give fairly accurate
descriptions of cross sections up to Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) for a lot of
different reactions and even up to Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order (NNLO)
for some. The next step to a complete comprehension of QCD is the un-
derstanding of the non-perturbative parts [8].
The partons produced in hard scattering reactions, fragment into colorless,
hadronic bound states.
Using the factorization theorem one can decompose the cross section of
such processes into convolutions of perturbatively calculated hard scatter-
ing cross sections and two non perturbative, universal components: parton
distribution functions, describing the partonic structure of the hadron and
fragmentation functions, which deal with the details of the hadronization
process. The precise knowledge of these three components is crucial to the
description of hard scattering in pQCD and its continued success.
Without additional information other than the running coupling constant
αS (see Chapter 2.2), the hard scattering cross section (Eq. (2.2)) can be
determined by calculating it purely perturbatively.
The actual transition of partons into hadrons takes place at a low energy
scale of the order of 1 GeV and can not be calculated in pQCD. This non-
perturbative component of hadronization can instead be described by Frag-
mentation Functions [1, 2, 5].
9
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2.1 Fragmentation
For the purpose of looking at the hadron production only fragmentation
functions DHi (z,Q
2) are of interest and PDFs will be disregarded from here
on out.
They can be interpreted as the probability distribution that a parton, pro-
duced at a short distance
1
Q
, fragments into a hadron, carrying a fraction
z of the parent momentum k.3
2.1.1 e+e−-annihilation:
The cross sections for SIDIS and hadron-hadron collisions are given in Chap-
ter 1.3.3 and can be found in detail in Ref.[5].
Since only e+e−-annihilation data is used in this analysis, the focus will be
on the details of only that reaction.
The inclusive production of a single charged hadron in the annihilation pro-
cess e+e− → (γ, Z → hX) has been measured at a wide variety of different
energies, which made it possible to determine quark and gluon fragmenta-
tion functions into hadrons.
The first part of the process is the creation of a quark-antiquark pair
e+e− → qq¯ in Leading Order (LO), with a gluon in NLO e+e− → qq¯g,
the second part is the production of a hadron from those partons, the frag-
mentation [8].
The cross section at c.m.s energy of e+e− → (γ, Z)→ hX
1
σtot
dσh
dz
= FH(z,Q2) = σ0∑
q eˆ
2
q
[
2FH1 (z,Q
2) + FHL (z,Q
2)
]
(2.1)
with FH(z,Q2) being the total fragmentation function.
Q2 is the energy of the of the virtual γ- or Z-momentum squared in e+e− →
γ, Z (with Q2 = s, where
√
s
2
is beam energy). The hadron energy EH is
scaled to the beam energy
Q
2
=
√
s
2
and is denoted as z =
2pHq
Q2
=
2EH√
s
,
with p being the 3-momentum of the observed hadron in center-of-mass
frame [5].
3Equations according to Ref. [20] with notation from [5], unless otherwise stated
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The total hard scattering cross section, including NLO corrections of αS
and σ0 =
4piα2S(Q
2)
Q2
comes from e+e− → γ → qq¯(g) and e+e− → Z → qq¯(g)
and is defined as
σtot =
∑
q
eˆ2qσ0[1 +
αS(Q
2)
pi
] (2.2)
where eˆ2q are the electroweak charges (including the mass and decay width
of the Z-Boson as well as the fractional electromagnetic quark charge) cor-
responding to the quark flavors q, which can be found in Appendix A of
Ref. [21].
The fragmentation process comes from quarks, antiquarks and gluons, is
represented by the sum of their contribution, so the total fragmentation
function can be represented as a convolution of parton fragmentation func-
tionsDHi (z,Q
2) and coefficient functions Ci(z,Q
2) (App.A Ref. [21]), summed
over all partons.
Coefficient functions are probabilities of creating a parton i with a certain
fraction of the beam energy.
They can be expressed as a power series in αS.
At lowest order αS the coefficient functions for gluons are zero (as gluons
only start appearing through a quark loop) while for quarks they are given
by: Ci(z,Q
2) = giδ(1− z) with gi being the appropriate Yukawa coupling.
11
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FH(z,Q2) =
∑
i
Ci(z,Q
2) ⊗ DHi (z,Q2)
=
∑
i=partons
∫ 1
z
dζ
ζ
Ci(ζ,Q
2)DHi (
z
ζ
,Q2)
(2.3)
2FH1 (z,Q
2) =
∑
q
eˆ2
{[
DHq (z,Q
2) +DHq¯ (z,Q
2)
]
+
+
αS(Q
2)
2pi
[
C1q ⊗ (DHq +DHq¯ ) + C1g ⊗ DHg
]
(z,Q2)
}
(2.4)
FHL (z,Q
2) =
αS(Q
2)
2pi
∑
q
eˆ2
[
CLq ⊗ (DHq ) +DHq¯ ) + C1g ⊗ DHg
]
(z,Q2)
(2.5)
where “⊗” denotes a convolution as written in Eq. (2.3).
The total fragmentation function is composed of transverse and longitudi-
nal fragmentation.
The total energy distribution in energy fraction z and the polar angle Θ
relative to the lepton axis, has a transverse and a longitudinal component.
F1 and FL represent contributions from virtual bosons polarized accordingly
and integrated over all angles the total fragmentation function become the
sum of the transverse and longitudinal fragmentation functions the way
stated above.
The average multiplicity of hadrons is defined through
nH =
∫ 1
0
dzFH(z,Q2). (2.6)
Momentum conservation of the fragmenting parton in the hadronization
process is simply given by
12
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∑
H
∫ 1
0
dzzDHi (z,Q
2) = 1 (2.7)
which states that each parton will fragment into some hadron with 100%
probability.
13
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2.2 DGLAP Evolution
Perturbative QCD predicts an evolution of fragmentation and structure
functions with the energy Q2, rather than making predictions for the shape
of the function itself. The actual function itself needs to be determined by
fitting a sufficiently flexible parametrization to sets of data (see Chapter
1.3).
Once a fragmentation function is obtained for one set of data we are able
to use the same function for different a energy input and experimental
setup. Its evolution with increasing energy scale is governed by the so-
called DGLAP evolution equations, which enable us to let one function run
through multiple sets of data at different energies, first performed by Dok-
shitzer, Gribov, Lipatov, Altarelli and Parisi [22–24].
After the fit, the different fragmentation functions, for different partons, at
different orders can then be distinguished through the coefficients in the
parametrization used.4
DGLAP evolution equation:
∂
∂ lnQ
DHi (z,Q
2) =
∑
j
∫ 1
z
dx
x
αS
2pi
Pji(x, αS)D
H
j (
z
x
,Q2) (2.8)
The splitting functions are Pji as oppose to Pij since the function D
H
j
represents the fragmentation of the final parton. The Pjis represent the
probability for finding a parton i coming from a parton j with a certain
fraction of the parent momentum. An example for one so-called splitting
could be a quark, coming from the e+e− reaction radiating a gluon, that
carries a certain energy of the quark momentum (see Fig. 2.1).
4Equations according to Ref.[20][6] with notation from [5], unless otherwise stated
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Figure 2.1: possible contributions to fragmentation functions [25]
The splitting functions have perturbative expansions:
Pji(x, αS) = P
(0)
ji (x) +
αS
2pi
P
(1)
ji (x) + ... (2.9)
with the lowest order splitting functions P
(0)
ji being the same for e
+e− and
DIS.
The outcome of the evolution is the same in both cases: with the increase
of Q2 one can observe a shifting of the z-distribution towards lower values
(see Fig. 2.2) [20, 26, 27].
15
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Figure 2.2: Fragmentation function from e+e− for all charged particles at
different c.m. energies Q versus z, with Q going from 12 GeV to 189 GeV. This
plot has been adapted from [20].
16
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2.3 Mellin Technique
The actual calculation of fragmentation functions, including an evolution
with Q2 is a problem that includes a multitude of numerical convolution in-
tegrals, which leads to computational difficulties, due to the fact that those
integrals need to be evaluated numerous times within the fit. To avoid this
problem, like in the case of PDFs, the most common approach for solving
the DGLAP equations is to take the Mellin moments of DHj (x,Q
2) and
Pji(z) with respect to z. To obtain those a Mellin transformation, that can
be compared to a Fourier transformation, has to be performed.
DHjM(n,Q
2) =
∫ 1
0
dzzn−1DHj (z,Q
2) (2.10)
and Pji respectively.
The advantage of working in Mellin space is the fact that the very time con-
suming numerical convolutions in z-pace of (2.3) and (2.8) turn into simple
products in Mellin-space, which can be solved analytically for LO. In NLO
they still have to be computed numerically but turn out to be much simpler
expressions [28].
In the end the inverse Mellin transform remains the only numerical integral
necessary.
One can now precalculate the Mellin moments of the needed properties
FHL (z,Q
2) and FH1 (z,Q
2) (see Eq. (2.4) and (2.5)). Finally the inverse
Mellin transform links the obtained moments to the cross section and a fit
can be performed.
DHj (z,Q
2) =
1
2pii
∫
C
dnz−nDHjM(n,Q
2) (2.11)
where C is the contour in the complex n-plane, parallel to the imaginary
axis and to the right of all singularities.
The exact contour used in this thesis, as well as parametrization, splitting-
and coefficient functions in Mellin space can be found in Chapter 4 [29, 30].
17
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2.4 Asymptotic Freedom and Running Cou-
pling Constant
To be able to make detailed predictions within a theory it is necessary to
look at the changes in the underlying force laws of that theory, with an en-
ergy scale. A useful mathematical structure to do so is the Renormalization
Group, together with scale-invariance (see Appendix).
By varying the energy scale one can investigate the system with slightly
different parameters, describing the interactions of the components of said
system, as a coupling constant does.
The scale dependence of a coupling parameter of a theory is given by the
Beta-Function.
2β (αS) = µ
∂αS
∂µ
= − β0
2pi
α2S −
β1
4pi2
α3S −
β2
64pi3
α4S (2.12)
where µ is the energy scale.
15
β0 = 11− 2f
3
(2.13)
β1 = 51− 19f
3
(2.14)
β2 = 2857− 5033f
9
+
325f 2
27
(2.15)
Gauge theories with a non-abelian gauge field have the possibility of render-
ing the beta-function negative, which leads to an decrease of the coupling
of the force with high energies (or momentum).
This is the principle of asymptotic freedom and has the consequence that
5Equations according to Ref. [20] with notation from [5], unless otherwise stated
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perturbation theory can only be used for small coupling (or high energies).
The scale dependence of the QCD or running coupling is governed by the
β-function above and called the QCD renormalization group equation.
µ
dαS (µ
2)
dµ2
= − β0
2pi
α2S −
β1
4pi2
α3S −
β2
64pi3
α4S − ... (2.16)
for higher order, with f being the number of quarks with mass less than
the energy scale µ. For LO β1 and β2 are 0.
The differential equation for αS needs to be solved numerically. In order
to do so, a constant of integration, as well as a dimensional parameter Λ,
need to be introduced. A useful choice for the constant is the value for
αS(µ0). The dimensional parameter Λ provides a µ-dependence of αS and
its definition is arbitrary.
One way of defining Λ is to write the solution of the renormalization group
equation as an expansion in inverse powers of ln(µ2)
αS (µ) =
4pi
β0 ln (µ2/Λ2)
·
1− 2β1β20
ln
[
ln
(
µ2
Λ2
)]
ln
(
µ2
Λ2
) +
4β21
β40 ln
2
(
µ2
Λ2
) ((ln [ln(µ2
Λ2
)]
− 1
2
)2
+
β2β0
8β21
− 5
4
)
(2.17)
This expression shows that QCD becomes strongly coupled at µ ∼ Λ and
illustrates the asymptotic freedom of αS → 0 for µ→∞.
Now all the properties needed for a QCD analysis are available [20, 31–33].
19
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Chapter 3
Data Selection
3.1 Experiments and Data
The data included in this analysis was taken from two different e+e−-
annihilation experiments, of which an overview will be given in this chapter.
Different hadrons at different energies are taken into account, which are re-
lated through DGLAP evolution.
From each experiment a separate data set for charge averaged (e.g.
K+ +K−
2
)
Pions and one for Kaons was used.
3.1.1 BELLE
The data used from the BELLE experiment was obtained during the work on
his Master’s Thesis by Martin Leitgab, where the z-dependence of charge-
resolved Pion and Kaon multiplicities at a center-of-mass energy of
√
s =
10.52 GeV, was measured [10]. The experiment is situated at the KEK-
B accelerator in Japan and its advantage lies in the tracking and particle
identification capabilities of the BELLE detector, as well as the large event
sample available.
The KEK-B accelerator was constructed as a so-called B-factory at KEK
in Japan, with the American counterpart being BARBAR/PEPII at SLAC
in Stanford, USA, to investigate the B-meson-system and gain more insight
in CP-violation. Both experiments use electron-positron annihilation.
The KEK-B accelerator creates high luminosity particle beams, which are
observed with the BELLE detector, situated at an interaction point within
KEK-B (see Fig. 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: KEK-B accelerator at Tsukuba, Japan (a) and BELLE detector
at Tsukuba interaction area (b) [10].
The BELLE experiment measures rare B-decay modes and studies CP-
violation and is operated at a center-of-mass energy at the Υ(4S) resonance
at 10.58Gev/c2. To be able to take background contributions into account
the KEK-B accelerator is also operated at a lower cms energy of 10.52 GeV,
where quark-antiquark contributions from flavors {u, d, s, c} are produced.
The BELLE detector is operational since 1999 and found evidence for CP-
violation in 2001. The great detector performance allows its use in B-meson
unrelated analyses as well, with a high level of precision.
For a visualization of the data see Fig. 3.2 and for a more detailed descrip-
tion of the detector see Ref. [10].
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Figure 3.2: Acceptance- and PID-corrected multiplicities for species pi+ and
pi− (a) and K+ and K− (b) from data sets of ∼ 7.6fb-1. Plots (c) and (d) show
the ratios
pi+
pi−
and
K+
K−
. Statistical uncertainties are propagated through the
ratios in (c) and (d) [10].
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3.1.2 OPAL
The data used in this analysis was obtained by G. Abbiendi et al., members
of the OPAL collaboration, at center-of-mass energy near the Z0 peak of
about 91.5 GeV/c2.
The OPAL (Omni-Purpose Apparatus for LEP) detector (see Fig. 3.3) was
one of four detectors within the Large Electron-Positron (LEP) Collider at
CERN, in Geneva, Switzerland, dismantled in 2001 to make way for the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
In Ref. [34], used as reference for this analysis, the multiplicities for pi0, η,K0
and charged particles in quark- and gluon jets, in 3-jet events were com-
pared.
It was found that the ratio of particle multiplicities in gluon jets to those
in quark jets, as a function of the jet-energy, for pi0, η,K0, was independent
of particle species, in accordance with QCD predictions [34].
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Figure 3.3: OPAL Detector at LEP experiment at CERN, Switzerland [35].
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The ratio of the slope of the average particle multiplicity in gluon to
that in quark jets was calculated and reached a precision of one standard
deviation above the perturbative prediction.
For a visualization of the data see Fig. 3.4 and for a more detailed descrip-
tion of the experiment see Refs. [34, 35].
Figure 3.4: (a) average number of particles for pure quark- and gluon jets,
with respect to Qjet, including systematic errors (b) ratio of average charged
particle multiplicities (c) same as (b), line is fit to a constant [34]
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Fit and Calculations
4.1 Parametrization and Symmetry Assump-
tions
The parameterizations at an initial energy scale µ0, used in previous analy-
ses, which were based only on e+e−-annihilation data, were of a fairly simple
functional form:
DHi = Niz
αi(1− z)βi (4.1)
A big limitation in the determination of fragmentation functions from only
Single Inclusive Annihilation data is the fact that one can not distinguish be-
tween favored and disfavored fragmentation without previous assumptions.
Only DH
++H−
q+q¯ can be obtained from fitting SIA data sets. A distinction
between quark and antiquark is only possible through including data from
SIDIS experiments into the fit [5].
In the analysis performed by DSS [5] (Chapter 1.3.3) datasets from SIA,
SIDIS and Hadron-Hadron collisions were used, which called for a more
flexible parametrization, in order to account for all the information gotten
from multiple experiments:
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DHi (z,Q
2) =
Niz
αi(1− z)βi [1 + γi(1− z)δi]
B [2 + αi, βi + 1] + γiB [2 + αi, βi + δi + 1]
(4.2)
, which will also be used in this analysis.
The Euler-Beta functions B [...] and Ni have their origin in the normaliza-
tion of DHi (see Eq. (2.7)). According to Ref. [5] setting δi = 0 would
introduce artificial connections in the behavior at different z regions and
complicate the calculations of uncertainties.
Through comparison of previous analyses to the one performed by DSS one
can see that the quality of the fit can be improved by the (1−z)δi -term, due
to the fact that small z regions have only a small effect on the calculation
of fragmentation functions.
In this analysis as well as most previous ones, the initial energy scale µ0 is
set to 1 GeV, since the DGLAP evolution can only be performed from lower
to higher energies and a sufficiently small µ0 gives more flexibility towards
using different experiments at various Q2.
To reduce the computing time in the fit one can assume certain symmetries
that will not greatly affect the quality.
Isospin symmetry can be introduced for u, u¯, d, d¯:
Dpi
+
u¯ = D
pi+
d (4.3)
and
Dpi
+
u+u¯ = ND
pi+
d+d¯ (4.4)
as well as
Dpi
+
s = D
pi+
s¯ = ND
pi+
u¯ (4.5)
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For charged Kaons one needs to fit DK
+
s+s¯ and D
K+
u+u¯ independently since
a secondary ss¯ pairs necessary to form a |K+〉 = |us¯〉 are not produced as
often from up quarks as from s¯.
For unfavored fragmentation into Kaons one can also assume that all func-
tions have the same form:
DK
+
s = D
K+
u¯ = D
K+
d = D
K+
d¯ (4.6)
For heavy quarks the same functional form for DHi is used, the only differ-
ence is the fact that γi can be set to 0 and D
H
c = D
H
c¯ as well as D
H
b = D
H
b¯
can be assumed.
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4.2 DGLAP Evolution with Mellin Technique
As seen in Chapter 2.3 the convolutions in equations (2.3) and (2.8) turn
into products in Mellin space, which reduces the computing time by orders
of magnitude.
One has to transform the parametrization (Eq. (4.2)) into mellin space and
take the Mellin moments of coefficient and fragmentation functions as well
to be able to work completely in mellin space.
Exact coefficient and splitting functions in Mellin space are taken from Refs.
[1, 6, 36] and can be found in the Appendix.
One of the biggest challenges in working in Mellin space is the Mellin inver-
sion:
DHj (z,Q
2) =
1
2pii
∫
C
dnz−nDHjM(n,Q
2) (4.7)
, where the contour C runs parallel to the imaginary axis and right of
the rightmost pole pr in the integrand (all poles lie only on the real axis).
The contour should be chosen so that the integral converges most efficiently,
to further reduce computational efforts.
Since the integrand is analytic in z, the minimum of the function along the
real axis is a saddle point in the complex plane. Along C the integrand
stays real, since it is also a contour of stationary phase.
The textbook contour n = c+ iy used in Ref. [32] can be modified to fulfill
the requirements stated above [29], which leads to the following inversion
integral:
F (z) =
1
pi
∫ ∞
0
Im
[
dnz−jFmellin(n)
]
(4.8)
In our case the contour is j = pr + ne
iΦ, with the rightmost pole being
pr = 1.3 and the angle Φ =
3
4
pi.
Since the moments become increasingly irrelevant the higher one goes, it is
sufficient to let the integral run to a finite point of choice, depending on the
desired accuracy and available computing power (in this case 5).
Since the result of this integral needs to be real, the imaginary part of the
integrand is used.
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This method leads to one purely numerical integral (Eq. (4.8)), computed
with the Mathematica-Function “NIntegrate”, and significantly less com-
puting time.
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4.3 Program
Using Mathematica, a program was compiled, using the parametrization
from Eq. (4.2) for DHi to perform a DGLAP evolution in Mellin space.
Initially it was attempted to solve the evolution equations numerically with-
out the use of a Mellin transform. The computational effort for solving those
numerical integrals turned out to be intangible in Mathematica, which lead
to the use of Mellin technique. Then the the total fragmentation function
was calculated in Mellin space and finally an inversion was performed.
The next step was calculating the cross section and performing a fit.
When trying to perform a numerical fit in Mathematica several problems
were encountered.
The inverse Mellin transform is an integral without an analytic solution,
that can either be computed purely numerically or by using an approxima-
tion technique that results in a pseudo-analytical result [29].
In Mathematica one has the possibility of using various approximation tech-
niques, none of which produced reasonable results for an integral as complex
as the one used in this analysis.
Solving purely numerically, using “NIntegrate”, proved to be successful.
Upon performing the fit, however, various other difficulties were encoun-
tered.
Apparently, a purely numerical fit in Mathematica can only be accomplished
successfully for fairly simple functions, unlike the ones appearing here. The
main problem that had to be faced was the fact that during the fit Math-
ematica tried to evaluate the function before the parameters necessary for
evaluation were available, since they need to be determined through the fit.
The method used most commonly for FF calculations is χ2, which was also
used in this thesis. I decided to start from the parameters determined by
Ref. [5], vary them and calculate a χ2 for each set of parameters.
The parameters corresponding to the lowest χ2 were then used to compare
to the data in a plot.
The variation of Ni, αi, βi, γi and δi was done randomly within ±100%, since
any other variation would have either been to time consuming or not take
the entire phase space into account, in a fit having to be done by hand like
in this case.
After having calculated a certain set of parameters with a sufficiently small
χ2 the agreement with the data was checked in every point separately and
followed by a variation of the parameters with most discrepancies to reach
maximum convergence.
The full working code can be found in the appendix.
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Results and Discussion
5.1 Leading Order Fits
5.1.1 Pion
The plots for the LO Pion fit can be found in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2.
The cut-off at low z was taken at zmin = 0.05 and the parameters deter-
mined in this analysis are shown in Tab. 5.1.1
N α β γ δ
(u+ u¯) 0.102 -0.144 0.555 10.122 7.969
(d+ d¯) 0.314 -0.144 0.555 10.122 7.969
(s+ s¯) 0.080 0.101 3.039 11.479 12.409
(c+ c¯) 0.476 -0.134 5.923 0.0 0.0
(b+ b¯) 0.308 -0.940 5.923 0.0 0.0
g 0.799 26.766 11.650 -0.323 11.626
Table 5.1: The parameters in the table describe the LO fragmentation function
Dpi
0
i (see Eq. (4.2)) of neutral Pions at an input scale of µ0 = 1 GeV for light
quarks and µ0 = 1.43 GeV and µ0 = 4.3 GeV corresponding to the masses of
charm and bottom quarks
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Figure 5.1: LO fit for pi0 plotted against BELLE-data; the solid line represents
the cross section calculated in this analysis; the dotted line shows the data points
with the experimental errors represented by the red error bars; the values on the
z-axis are energy values according to the definitions in Chapter 2; the vertical
axis shows the number of hadrons for each energy value z and the area under
the curve represents the total hadron multiplicity
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Figure 5.2: LO fit for pi0 plotted against OPAL-data; the solid line represents
the cross section calculated in this analysis; the dotted line shows the data points
with the experimental errors represented by the red error bars; the values on the
z-axis are energy values according to the definitions in Chapter 2; the vertical
axis shows the number of hadrons for each energy value z and the area under
the curve represents the total hadron multiplicity
As one can easily see this analysis is not as accurate as the one performed
by Ref. [5]. The reason for which most probably lies in the suboptimal fit-
ting procedure, which does not let the fit converge as efficiently as hoped.
One can see that the fit is of correct orders of magnitude for BELLE as well
as OPAL data, whereas the shape of the curve differs.
For BELLE energies one can observe that the function predicts a harder
spectrum with lower yields for the low-z regions and higher yields for high-
z.
For OPAL energies the shape of the curve differs quite significantly at low
z-regions but is still within the fairly large expected experimental errors.
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5.1.2 Kaon
The plots for the LO Kaon fit can be found in Fig. 5.3 and 5.4.
The cut-off at low z was taken at zmin = 0.1.
N α β γ δ
(u+ u¯) 0.0111 0.809 2.370 10.122 24.816
(d+ d¯) 0.0001 0.376 18.099 3.022 2.615
(s+ s¯) 0.090 1.231 2.215 11.479 25.692
(c+ c¯) 0.017 0.191 0.327 0.0 0.0
(b+ b¯) 0.061 -0.092 11.474 0.0 0.0
g 0.043 7.421 11.650 0.711 0.0
Table 5.2: The parameters in the table describe the LO fragmentation function
DK
0
i (see Eq. (4.2)) of neutral Kaons at an input scale of µ0 = 1 GeV for light
quarks and µ0 = 1.43 GeV and µ0 = 4.3 GeV corresponding to the masses of
charm and bottom quarks
Again, one can see fairly big discrepancies, due to the suboptimal fit
procedure.
Another reason for the higher inaccuracy with the Kaon fit could be the fact
that the problematic region, the low z-values, sets in earlier due to the larger
Kaon mass, which is the reason for raising the cut-off to zmin = 0.1. One
can therefore get less well constrained fragmentation functions for Kaons.
At Belle energies one can see that the fitted function predicts lower values
at low z-regions. The higher predictions at high z-regions is only slightly
above the experimental errors.
From the fitted function for OPAL energies one expects a slightly higher
total hadron multiplicity than measured in the experiment.
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Figure 5.3: LO fit for K0, to BELLE-data; the solid line represents the cross
section calculated in this analysis; the dotted line shows the data points with
the experimental errors represented by the red error bars; the values on the
z-axis are energy values according to the definitions in Chapter 2; the vertical
axis shows the number of hadrons for each energy value z and the area under
the curve represents the total hadron multiplicity
Due to the fact that data from only two experiments was used, the
determination of the fit parameters is less precise than in analyses comparing
a higher number of data sets.
One can also expect better constrained fragmentation functions, in close
agreement with experimental data, in the NLO analysis.
As seen in previous analyses one can expect a significant decrease in the total
χ2. The most striking difference can be expected in the gluon fragmentation
function, whereas for quarks the differences should be less prominent.
A NLO DGLAP evolution was performed in this analysis and can be found
in the code, but the significantly increased complexity of the numerical
integral of the Mellin inversion lead to problems in the fitting procedure,
that did not allow the fit to converge. Due to the limited informative value
of that part of the analysis, the NLO results are omitted here.
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Figure 5.4: LO fit for K0, to OPAL-data; the solid line represents the cross
section calculated in this analysis; the dotted line shows the data points with
the experimental errors represented by the red error bars; the values on the
z-axis are energy values according to the definitions in Chapter 2; the vertical
axis shows the number of hadrons for each energy value z and the area under
the curve represents the total hadron multiplicity
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5.2 Fragmentation Functions
In this Chapter a comparison between the fragmentation functions Dpi
0,K0
i ,
calculated in this analysis to the ones obtained in the analysis performed
by DSS is shown.
The LO results are compared to the LO and NLO results found by DSS [5].
One can see that the general forms of the fragmentation functions are in
fairly good agreement with the ones determined by DSS. The biggest dif-
ference can be seen in the height of the functions which could be explained
by the fact that in the fit performed in this analysis no constraints between
up and down quarks were used. This leads to a different N-parameter, the
parameter responsible for the position of the function. Another reason for
the discrepancies, especially compared to the NLO results of DSS, could be
the difference between LO and NLO as well as the use of only two datasets
in the fit.
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5.2.1 Pion
Figure 5.5: This Plot shows the fragmentation functions for Pions from light
quarks; the solid lines represent the LO functions calculated with the param-
eters determined in this analysis, the dashed lines represent the LO functions
calculated with parameters determined by DSS [5] Dpi
0
u+u¯: blue; D
pi0
d+d¯
: red;
Dpi
0
s+s¯: green
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Figure 5.6: This Plot shows the fragmentation functions for Pions from heavier
quarks and gluons; the solid lines represent the LO functions calculated with
the parameters determined in this analysis, the dashed lines represent the LO
functions calculated with parameters determined by DSS [5] Dpi
0
c+c¯: blue; D
pi0
b+b¯
:
red; Dpi
0
g : green
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Figure 5.7: This Plot shows the fragmentation functions for Pions from light
quarks; the solid lines represent the LO functions calculated with the parame-
ters determined in this analysis, the dashed lines represent the NLO functions
calculated with parameters determined by DSS [5] Dpi
0
u+u¯: blue; D
pi0
d+d¯
: red;
Dpi
0
s+s¯: green
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Figure 5.8: This Plot shows the fragmentation functions for Pions from heavier
quarks and gluons; the solid lines represent the LO functions calculated with
the parameters determined in this analysis, the dashed lines represent the NLO
functions calculated with parameters determined by DSS [5] Dpi
0
c+c¯: blue; D
pi0
b+b¯
:
red; Dpi
0
g : green
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5.2.2 Kaon
Figure 5.9: This Plot shows the fragmentation functions for Pions from light
quarks; the solid lines represent the LO functions calculated with the param-
eters determined in this analysis, the dashed lines represent the LO functions
calculated with parameters determined by DSS [5] DK
0
u+u¯: blue; D
K0
d+d¯
: red;
DK
0
s+s¯: green
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Figure 5.10: This Plot shows the fragmentation functions for Pions from
heavier quarks and gluons; the solid lines represent the LO functions calculated
with the parameters determined in this analysis, the dashed lines represent the
LO functions calculated with parameters determined by DSS [5] DK
0
c+c¯: blue;
DK
0
b+b¯
: red; DK
0
g : green
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Figure 5.11: This Plot shows the fragmentation functions for Pions from
light quarks; the solid lines represent the LO functions calculated with the
parameters determined in this analysis, the dashed lines represent the NLO
functions calculated with parameters determined by DSS [5] DK
0
u+u¯: blue; D
K0
d+d¯
:
red; DK
0
s+s¯: green
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Figure 5.12: This Plot shows the fragmentation functions for Pions from
heavier quarks and gluons; the solid lines represent the LO functions calculated
with the parameters determined in this analysis, the dashed lines represent the
NLO functions calculated with parameters determined by DSS [5] DK
0
c+c¯: blue;
DK
0
b+b¯
: red; DK
0
g : green
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Appendix A
A.1 Renormalization
First developed in perturbative QED, renormalization is a way of treating
infinities of a theory, e.g. the ones coming from evaluating Feynman dia-
grams [37].
Due to the differences between leptons and quarks a different way of renor-
malization needs to be used in QCD than in QED.
There are various ways to remove divergencies in non-abelian gauge theo-
ries, out of which the most commonly and successfully used is the method of
dimensional regularization and renormalization, the so called M¯S-scheme
(Modified Minimal Subtraction-scheme).
One first calculates Dirac algebra and momentum integrals in n dimensions
and then continues these calculations analytically continued to four dimen-
sions.
Ultraviolet and infrared divergencies that originate from the Γ-function,
then turn into poles in  = n− 4.
There are multiple ways of performing a dimensional regularization, where
the differences lie in the definition of the Dirac matrices.
The MS-scheme absorbs infinities coming from perturbative calculations
into counterterms, where in the M¯S-scheme one absorbs the divergent terms
plus a universal constant, that always comes from the calculation of Feyn-
man diagrams, along with the divergencies.
In the latter one only needs to eliminate the
1

of the Green functions and
the renormalization constants appear in the Lagrangian.
It is clear the one needs renormalization invariance in order to be able to use
a renormalization scheme in a useful manner, which means that all physical
observable need to be the same, independent of the renormalization scheme
used.
A differential approach became important when the momentum dependence
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of the QED coupling constant, due to the renormalized charge was discov-
ered.
One can renormalize in two different schemes, say R1 and R2. The oper-
ation, that relates quantities of two different renormalization schemes is a
transformation from R1 to R2, the group of which is called the renormal-
ization group.
Invariance under this group is used to investigate the asymptotic behav-
ior of Green functions with the Renormalization Group Equation (see Eq.
(2.12)). (Details see Ref. [37, 38])
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A.2 Functions
Splitting Functions in Mellin Space
In a Fragmentation Function z represents a fraction of the partons momen-
tum carried by the hadron. When QCD corrections are taken into account
one observes a scale dependence z-distribution.
A change in a FF DHi (z,Q
2) with an increase in the scale Q2 occurs through
the splitting or a parton of type i into type j [25, 27, 36].
The Splitting Function is then Pji rather than Pij since the D
H
j represents
the FF of the final parton (see Eq. (2.8) and (2.9)) [8].
LO
Pqq (j) = CF
(
−1
2
+
1
j (j + 1)
− S2 (j)
)
(A.1)
Pqg (j) = Tf
(
(2 + j + j2)
j (j + 1) (j + 2)
)
(A.2)
Pgq (j) = CF
(
2 + j + j2
j (j2 − 1)
)
(A.3)
Pgg (j) = 2CA
(
− 1
12
+
1
j (j − 1) +
1
(j + 1) (j + 2)
− S1 (j)
)
(A.4)
(A.5)
CA = 3, CF =
4
3
and Tf =
1
2
are constants acc.t. Refs. [1, 6, 21].
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NLO
Pqq (j,Q
2) = −γ
s
qq (j)
8
+ C2F(
−4S1 (j) + 3 + 2
j (j + 1)
)
(
2S2 (j)− pi
2
3
− 2j + 1
j2 (j + 1)
)
+
CFTF
(
80
9
1
j − 1 +
8
j3
+
12
j2
− 12
j
+
8
(j + 1)3
+
28
(j + 1)2
− 4
j + 1
+
32
3
1
(j + 2)2
+
224
9
1
j + 2
)
(A.6)
Pqg (j,Q
2) =
1
f
(
T 2F
8
3(
S1 (j + 1)
j2 + j + 2
j (j + 1) (j + 2)
+
1
j2
− 5
3
1
j
− 1
j (j + 1)
− 2
(j + 1)2
+
4
3
1
j + 1
+
4
(j + 2)2
− 4
3
1
j + 2
)
+
CFTF
((−2S1 (j + 1)2 + S1 (j + 1) + 10S2 (j + 1))
j2 + j + 2
j (j + 1) (j + 2)
+ 4S1 (j + 1)(
− 1
j2
+
1
j
+
1
j (j + 1)
+
2
(j + 1)2
− 4
(j + 2)2
)
− 2
j3
+
5
j2
− 12
j
+
4
j2 (j + 1)
− 12
j (j + 1)2
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+
4
(j + 1)3
− 4
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+
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)
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2S1 (j + 1)
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)
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j (j + 1) (j + 2)
− 4S1 (j + 1)
(
− 2
j2
+
1
j
+
1
j (j + 1)
+
4
(j + 1)2
− 6
(j + 2)2
)
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9
1
j − 1 +
4
j3
+
8
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1
j2
+
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j
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+
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j (j + 1)
+
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(A.7)
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(j + 1)2
− 1
(j + 2)2
+
pi2
6
)
+
(
8S2 (j)− 4pi
2
3
)(
1
j − 1 −
1
j
+
1
j + 1
− 1
j + 2
+
11
12
)
−
8
(j − 1)3 +
22
3
1
(j − 1)2 −
8
(j − 1)2 j −
8
(j − 1) j2 −
8
j3
−
14
3
1
j2
− 8
(j + 1)3
+
14
3
1
(j + 1)2
− 8
(j + 1)2 (j + 2)
− 8
(j + 1) (j + 2)2
− 8
(j + 2)3
− 22
3
1
(j + 2)2
)
(A.9)
The functions S1 and S2 are defined as
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S1 (j) = 0.577216 + log (Γ (j + 1)) (A.10)
S2 (j) =
pi2
6
+
1
(1 + j) log [Γ (1 + j)]
− log (1 + j) Ψ (0, 1 + j)
log (1 + j)2
(A.11)
in Mellin space. Γ is the Euler Gamma function and Ψ the digamma func-
tion, with G(j + 1) being a function combining Γ and Ψ.
The γijs are the singlet splitting functions, that take into account a quark
of flavor i fragmenting into another quark of flavor i [1, 6, 21].
Coefficient Functions in Mellin Space
Coefficient functions are probabilities of creating a parton i with a certain
fraction of the beam energy and are in Leading Order simply given by the
Yukawa couplings for the particle in question.
In NLO, in mellin space they take following form [1, 6]:
Cq1 (j) = CF
(
5S1 (j) + S2 (j)
2 + S1 (j)
(
3
2
− 1
j (j + 1)
)
− 2
j2
+
3
(j + 1)2
− 3
2
1
j + 1
− 9
2
+
(
1
j (j + 1)
))
Cg1 (j) = 2CF
(
−S1 (j) j
2 + j + 2
(j − 1) j (j + 1) −
4
(j − 1)2 +
4
j2
− 3
(j + 1)2
)
+2
j2 + j + 2
j (j2 − 1)
CqL (j) = CF
1
j
CgL (j) = CF
4
(j − 1) j
(A.12)
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A.3 Abbreviations
DGLAP Evolution Dokshitzer–Gribov–Lipatov–Altarelli–Parisi Evolution
Equations
DSS DeFlorian-Stratmann-Sassot Analysis Group
FF Fragmentation Function
HKNS Hirai-Kumano-Nagai-Sudoh Analysis Group
KKP Kniehl-Kramer-Poetter Analysis Group
LO Leading Order
NLO Next-To-Leading Order
PDF Parton Distribution Function
pQCD perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics
QCD Quantum Chromodynamics
SIDIS Semi Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering
A.4 Code
On the following pages the working code with example-data and resulting
plots can be found.
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H*Fragmentation Functions*LH*
Step 1: Defninitions
define functional form DHj
Energies relevant for DGLAP evolution
running coupling constant ΑS
splitting functions Pij
coefficient functions CiH*
Step 2: DGLAP evolution
convolution of fragmentation function with splitting functions: DP=
d DHj
d ln Q2
=SiÙ01PijJ zΖ ,Q2NDHiIΖ,Q2M âΖΖ
*LH*
Step 3: Calculation of cross section
convolution of DP=
d DHj
d ln Q2
with coefficient functions Ci similarly to DGLAP evolution
calculating cross section
IN MELLIN SPACE:
Step I: Definitions in Mellin space
define functional form DHjmellin
splitting functions Pijmellin
coefficient functions Cimellin
Step II: DGLAP Evolution
convolution of Pij and DHj turns into produc: Pijmellin * D
Hjmellin=DPmellin
Step III:
convolutions between Ci and DP turns into product of Cimellin * DPmellin=
DC1 and DCL respectively
Step IV: inverse mellin transform
invert DC1Ij,Q2M and DCLIj,Q2M from Mellin space back into F1HIz,Q2M and FLHIz,Q2M
Step 5:
calculation of cross section and fit
*LH*Step 1: Definitions*LH*functional form*L
d@z_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D := n * zΑΑ * H1 - zLΒ I1 + Γ H1 - zL∆M
Beta@2 + ΑΑ, Β + 1D + Γ * Beta@2 + ΑΑ, Β + ∆ + 1D ;H*Energies relevant*L
BELLE = 10.582;
OPAL = 91.52;
FFcalculationCode.nb   1
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H*Fragmentation Functions*LH*
Step 1: Defninitions
define functional form DHj
Energies relevant for DGLAP evolution
running coupling constant ΑS
splitting functions Pij
coefficient functions CiH*
Step 2: DGLAP evolution
convolution of fragmentation function with splitting functions: DP=
d DHj
d ln Q2
=SiÙ01PijJ zΖ ,Q2NDHiIΖ,Q2M âΖΖ
*LH*
Step 3: Calculation of cross section
convolution of DP=
d DHj
d ln Q2
with coefficient functions Ci similarly to DGLAP evolution
calculating cross section
IN MELLIN SPACE:
Step I: Definitions in Mellin space
define functional form DHjmellin
splitting functions Pijmellin
coefficient functions Cimellin
Step II: DGLAP Evolution
convolution of Pij and DHj turns into produc: Pijmellin * D
Hjmellin=DPmellin
Step III:
convolutions between Ci and DP turns into product of Cimellin * DPmellin=
DC1 and DCL respectively
Step IV: inverse mellin transform
invert DC1Ij,Q2M and DCLIj,Q2M from Mellin space back into F1HIz,Q2M and FLHIz,Q2M
Step 5:
calculation of cross section and fit
*LH*Step 1: Definitions*LH*functional form*L
d@z_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D := n * zΑΑ * H1 - zLΒ I1 + Γ H1 - zL∆M
Beta@2 + ΑΑ, Β + 1D + Γ * Beta@2 + ΑΑ, Β + ∆ + 1D ;H*Energies relevant*L
BELLE = 10.582;
OPAL = 91.52;
FFcalculationCode.nb   1
Printed by Mathematica for Students
H*running coupling*L
quarkmass = 80.001, 0.004, 0.8, 1.11, 4.1, 170.1<2;
flav@Q_D := Hftemp = 0;
For@i = 1, i £ Length@quarkmassD, i++,
If@Q ³ quarkmass@@iDD, ftemp += 1D;D;
ftempL
order = 1 H*LO, 2 for NLO*L;
lambdavalues = 880.232, 0.220, 0.153<, 80.248, 0.334, 0.334, 0.131<<;
L@Q_D := lambdavalues@@order, flav@QD - 2DD;
Β 0@Q_D := 11 - 2 flav@QD
3
;
Β 1@Q_D := 102 - 38 flav@QD
3
;
l@Q_D := 1
L@QD 2;
Α@Q_D := 4 Pi 1
Β 0@QD LogAQ  HL@QDL2E - Β 1@QDHΒ 0@QDL3 LogALogAQ  HL@QDL2EEILogAQ  HL@QDL2EM2 ;H*constants and functions necessary for the
definition coefficient functions and splitting functions*L
cA = 3;
cF =
4
3
;
Tf =
1
2
;H*Mellin Moments*L
Ψ 1@j_D := DALogAGammaAtempj + 1
2
EE, tempjE . tempj ® j;
Ψ 2@j_D := DALogAGammaAtempj
2
EE, tempjE . tempj ® j;
Ψ 3@j_D := D@Log@Gamma@tempj + 1D, tempj + 1DD . tempj ® j;
tempg = D@HΨ 1@jD - Ψ 2@jDL, jD;
G@j_D := - 1
4
PolyGammaA1, j
2
E + 1
4
PolyGammaA1, 1 + j
2
E;
H*S@@iDD@j_D:=SumA 1jk ,8k,1,i<E;*L
S1@j_D := 0.577216 + Ψ 3@jD;H*temp=D@Ψ 3@jD,jD*L
S2@j_D := Pi2
6
+
1H1 + jL Log@Gamma@1 + jDD - Log@1 + jD PolyGamma@0, 1 + jDLog@Gamma@1 + jDD2 H*=temp*L;H*temp1=D@D@Ψ 3@jD,jD,jD*L
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S3@j_D := 1.202057 + - 1H1 + jL2 Log@Gamma@1 + jDD - 2 PolyGamma@0, 1 + jDH1 + jL Log@Gamma@1 + jDD2 +
2 Log@1 + jD PolyGamma@0, 1 + jD2
Log@Gamma@1 + jDD3 - Log@1 + jD PolyGamma@1, 1 + jDLog@Gamma@1 + jDD2 ;
H*S2'=*Ls2@j_D := 2 * SumA1 + H-1Lk
k2
, 8k, 1, 2<E;
H*S3'=*Ls3@j_D := 4 * SumA1 + H-1Lk
k3
, 8k, 1, 3<E;
H*S~=*Lss@j_D := SumAH-1Lk H0.577216 + Ψ 3@jDL
k2
, 8k, 1, 1<E;H*Coefficient Functions*L
C1q@j_D := cF 5 S2@jD + S1@jD2 + S1@jD 3
2
-
1
j Hj + 1L -
2
j2
+
3Hj + 1L2 - 32 1j + 1 - 92 + 1j Hj + 1L - 2 S1@jD + 32 ;
C1g@j_D := 2 cF -S1@jD j2 + j + 2Hj - 1L j Hj + 1L - 4Hj - 1L2 + 4j2 - 3Hj + 1L2 + 2 j2 + j + 2j Ij2 - 1M ;
CLq@j_D := cF 1
j
;
CLg@j_D := cF 4Hj - 1L j;H*Splitting Functions LO*L
Pqq@j_D := cF - 1
2
+
1
j Hj + 1L - S2@jD ;
Pqg@j_D := Tf I2 + j + j2M
j Hj + 1L Hj + 2L ;
Pgq@j_D := cF I2 + j + j2M
j Ij2 - 1M ;
Pgg@j_D := 2 cA - 1
12
+
1
j Hj - 1L + 1Hj + 1L Hj + 2L - S1@jD ;H*Splitting Functions NLO*L
Γ sNS@j_D := cF2 16 S1@jD H2 j + 1L
j2 Hj + 1L + 16 2 S1@jD - 1j Hj - 1L HS2@jD - s2@jDL +
24 S2@jD + 64 ss@jD - 28 s3@jD - 3 - 8 I1 + 4 j + 5 j2 + 3 j3M
j3 Hj + 1L3 +
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cA * cF
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9
S1@jD - 8 2 S1@jD - 1
j Hj + 1L H2 S2@jD - s2@jDL - 883 S2@jD -
28 ss@jD - 17
3
-
4
9
I-33 + 52 j + 236 j2 + 151 j3M
j2 Hj + 1L3 +
cF * Tf -
160
9
S1@jD + 32
3
S2@jD + 4
3
+
16
9
I11 j2 + 5 j - 3M
j2 Hj + 1L2 ;
Γ sqq@j_D := Γ sNS@jD - 16 cF * Tf I5 j5 + 32 j4 + 49 j3 + 38 j2 + 28 j + 8MHj - 1L j3 Hj + 1L3 Hj + 2L2 ;
Γ sqg@j_D :=
-8 cF * Tf
I4 + 8 j + 15 j2 + 26 j3 + 11 j4M
j3 Hj + 1L3 Hj + 2L - 4 S1j4 + I2 + j + j2M I5 + 2 S1@jD
2 - 2 S2@jDM
j Hj + 1L Hj + 2L -
8 cA * Tf 2 I16 + 64 j + 104 j2 + 128 j3 + 84 j4 + 36 j5 + 25 j6 + 15 j7 + 6 j8 + j9M
IHj - 1L j3 Hj + 1L3 Hj + 2L3M-1 +
8 H3 + 2 jL S1@jDHj + 1L2 Hj + 2L2 + I2 + j + j2M I-2 S1@jD
2 + 2 S2@jD - 2 s2@jDM
j Hj + 1L Hj + 2L ;
Γ sgq@j_D := - 32
3
cF * Tf
1Hj + 1L2 + I2 + j + j
2M J- 8
3
+ S1@jDNHj - 1L j Hj + 1L -
4 cF2 -
I-4 - 12 j - j2 + 28 j3 + 43 j4 + 30 j5 + 12 j6MHj - 1L j3 Hj + 1L3 -
4 S1@jDHj + 1L2 + I2 + j + j2M I10 S1@jD - 2 S2@jD
2 - 2 S2@jDMHj - 1L j Hj + 1L -
8 cA * cF
I144 + 432 j - 152 j2 - 1304 j3 - 103 j4 + 695 j5M
9 Hj - 1L2 j3 Hj + 1L3 Hj + 2L3 +I1678 j6 + 1400 j7 + 621 j8 + 109 j9M
9 Hj - 1L2 j3 Hj + 1L3 Hj + 2L2 - I-12 - 22 j + 41 j2 + 17 j4M S1@jD3 Hj - 1L2 j2 Hj + 1L +I2 + j + j2M IS1@jD2 + S2@jD - s2@jDMHj - 1L j Hj + 1L ;
Γ sgg@j_D := cF * Tf 8 + 16 I-4 - 4 j - 5 j2 - 10 j3 + j4 + 4 j5 + 2 j6MHj - 1L j3 Hj + 1L3 Hj + 2L +
cA * Tf
32
3
+
16 I12 + 56 j + 94 j2 + 76 j3 + 38 j4M
9 Hj - 1L j2 Hj + 1L2 Hj + 2L - 160 S1@jD9 +
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cA2 -I4 I576 + 1488 j + 560 j2 - 1632 j3 - 2344 j4 + 1567 j5MM  I9 Hj - 1L2 j3 Hj + 1L3 Hj + 2L3M +
I6098 j3 + 6040 j4 + 2742 j5 457 j6M
9 Hj - 1L2 Hj + 1L3 Hj + 2L3 - 643 + 5369 S1@jD +
64 I-2 - 2 j - 7 j2 + 8 j3 + 5 j4 + 2 j5M S1@jDHj - 1L2 Hj + 1L2 Hj + 2L2 +
32 I1 + j + j2M s2@jDHj - 1L j Hj + 1L Hj + 2L - 16 S1@jD * s2@jD + 32 ss@jD - 4 s3@jD ;
PQQ@j_, Q_D := - Γ sqq@jD
8
+ cF2 -4 S1@jD + 3 + 2
j Hj + 1L 2 S2@jD - Pi23 - 2 j + 1j2 Hj + 1L2 +
cF * Tf -
80
9
1
j - 1
+
8
j3
+
12
j2
-
12
j
+
8Hj + 1L3 + 28Hj + 1L2 - 4j + 1 + 323 1Hj + 2L2 + 2249 1j + 2 ;
PQG@j_, Q_D := 1
2 flav@QD Tf2 83 S1@j + 1D j2 + j + 2j Hj + 1L Hj + 2L +
1
j2
-
5
3
1
j
-
1
j Hj + 1L - 2Hj + 1L2 + 43 1j + 1 + 4Hj + 2L2 - 43 1j + 2 +
cF * Tf I-2 S1@j + 1D2 + 2 S1@j + 1D + 10 S2@j + 1DM j2 + j + 2
j Hj + 1L Hj + 2L +
4 S1@j + 1D - 1
j2
+
1
j
+
1
j Hj + 1L + 2Hj + 1L2 - 4Hj + 2L2 - 2j3 + 5j2 - 12j +
4
j2 Hj + 1L - 12j Hj + 1L2 - 6j Hj + 2L + 4Hj + 1L3 - 4Hj + 1L2 + 23j + 1 - 20j + 2 +
cA * Tf 2 S1@j + 1D2 - 10
3
S1@j + 1D - 6 S2@j + 1D + G@j + 1D - Pi2 j2 + j + 2
j Hj + 1L Hj + 2L -
4 S1@j + 1D - 2
j2
+
1
j
+
1
j Hj + 1L + 4Hj + 1L2 - 6Hj + 2L2 - 409 1j - 1 +
4
j3
+
8
3
1
j2
+
26
9
1
j
-
8
j2 Hj + 1L2 + 223 1j Hj + 1L + 16Hj + 1L3 +
68
3
1Hj + 1L2 - 1909 1j + 1 + 8Hj + 1L2 Hj + 2L - 4Hj + 2L2 + 3569 1j + 2 ;
PGQ@j_, Q_D := 2 flav@QD cF2 S1@jD2 - 3 S2@jD - 2 Pi2
3
j2 + j + 2Hj - 1L j Hj + 1L +
2 S1@jD 4Hj - 1L2 - 2Hj - 1L j - 4j2 + 3Hj + 1L2 - 1j + 1 - 8Hj - 1L2 j +
+ + - + - + +
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8Hj - 1L j2 + 2j3 + 8j2 - 12 j + 1Hj + 1L3 - 52 1Hj + 1L2 + 92 1j + 1 +
cF * cA -S1@jD + 5 S2@jD - G@jD + Pi2
6
j2 + j + 2Hj - 1L j Hj + 1L +
2 S1@jD - 2Hj - 1L2 + 2Hj - 1L j + 2j2 - 2Hj + 1L2 + 1j + 1 -
8Hj - 1L3 + 6Hj + 1L2 + 179 1j - 1 + 4Hj - 1L2 j - 12Hj - 1L j2 - 8j2 + 5j -
2
j2 Hj + 1L - 2Hj + 1L3 - 7Hj + 1L2 - 1j + 1 - 83 1Hj + 2L2 - 449 1j + 2 ;
PGG@j_, Q_D := - Γ sgg@jD
8
+ cF * Tf -
16
3
1Hj - 1L2 + 809 1j - 1 + 8j3 - 16j2 + 12j +
8Hj + 1L3 - 24Hj + 1L2 + 4j + 1 - 163 1Hj + 1L2 - 2249 1j + 2 +
cA * Tf -
8
3
S2@jD - 1Hj - 1L2 + 1j2 - 1Hj + 1L2 + 1Hj + 2L2 - Pi26 +
cA2 -8 S1@jD S2@jD + 8 S1@jD 1Hj - 1L2 - 1j2 + 1Hj + 1L2 - 1Hj + 2L2 + Pi26 + 8 S2@jD - 4 Pi23
1
j - 1
-
1
j
+
1
j + 1
-
1
j + 2
+
11
12
-
8Hj - 1L3 + 223 1Hj - 1L2 - 8Hj - 1L2 j - 8Hj - 1L j2 - 8j3 -
14
3
1
j2
-
8Hj + 1L3 + 143 1Hj + 1L2 - 8Hj + 1L2 Hj + 2L - 8Hj + 1L Hj + 2L2 - 8Hj + 2L3 - 223 1Hj + 2L2 ;H*Mellin Transforms*L
md@j_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D := IntegrateAzj-1 * d@z, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆D, 8z, 0, 1<E;H*assumtptions:
j+ΑΑ > 0 only valid with cutoff at j>ΑΑmin
Β>0 valid
∆>0 valid
therefore Β+∆>0
therefore assumtion for Md is valid under cutoff
*LH*functional form in mellin space*L
Md@j_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D := Hn Gamma@j + ΑΑDHΓ Gamma@1 + j + ΑΑ + ΒD Gamma@1 + Β + ∆D + Gamma@1 + ΒD Gamma@1 + j + ΑΑ + Β + ∆DLL HHBeta@2 + ΑΑ, 1 + ΒD + Γ Beta@2 + ΑΑ, 1 + Β + ∆DL Gamma@1 + j + ΑΑ + ΒD Gamma@1 + j + ΑΑ + Β + ∆DL;
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H*Step 2: DGLAP EVOLUTION*L
H* dDjH
dlnQ2
=Pij*DiH
=> DjH=Ù1BELLEOPALIPij*DiHMâlnQ
substitute u for Hln QL2 ® dudQ =12Q ® 12Q dQ *L
partonsLO = 8Pqq, Pqg, Pgq, Pgg<;
partonsNLO = 8PQQ, PQG, PGQ, PGG<;
NLO = False;
mP@j_, Q_, parton_D :=
Α@QD
2 Pi
partonsLO@@partonDD@jD + IfANLO == True, Α@QD
2 Pi
2
partonsNLO@@partonDD@jD, 0E;
mff@j_, Q_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D := Sum@mP@j, Q, pD * Md@j, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆D, 8p, 1, 4<D;
mFF@j_, Q_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D :=
IntegrateAIfAqq < 1, 0, 1
2 * qq
* mff@j, qq, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆DE, 8qq, 1, Q<E
mFF@j, OPAL, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆DH*Observation: under j=0.6 mFF becomes negative
solutions: restrictions for coefficients*LH*Step 3: convolution with coefficient functions*LH*definitions*LH*Sin@ΘWD2=weinberg*L
weinberg = 0.23;
coswein = 1 - weinberg;
Mz = 91.1876 H*GeV*L;H*u,c,t:*L
eu =
2
3
;
Au =
1
2
;
vu =
1
2
-
4
3
weinberg;H*d,s,b:*L
ed = -
1
3
;
Ad = -
1
2
;
vd = -
1
2
+
2
3
weinberg;H*e,Μ,Τ:*L
ee = -1;
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ee = -1;
Ae = -
1
2
;
ve = -
1
2
+ 2 weinberg;H*1=up, 2=down, 3=charm, 4=strange, 5=bottom, 6 would be top but is not considered*L
quarkcharges = 92
3
, -
2
3
, -
1
3
,
1
3
,
2
3
, -
2
3
, -
1
3
,
1
3
, -
1
3
,
1
3
, 0=;
H*c=3 for q, and 1 for e*LH*Gz=332cI Vf 2+ Af 2MH*MeV*L*L
G 1= 0.332 * 3 IAbs@vuD2 + Abs@AuD2M;
G 2= 0.332 * 3 IAbs@vdD2 + Abs@AdD2M;H*G e=0.332IAbs@veD2+Abs@AeD2M;*LH*eq=eu;
vq=vu;*L
H*Χ 1a@Q_D:=*LΧ 1a= CompileA8Q<, 1
16 weinberg * coswein
Q IQ - Mz2MIQ - Mz2M2 + G 12 Mz2 E;
H*Χ 1b@Q_D:=*LΧ 1b= CompileA8Q<, 1
16 weinberg * coswein
Q IQ - Mz2MIQ - Mz2M2 + G 22 Mz2 E;
H*Χ 2a@Q_D:=*LΧ 2a= CompileA8Q<, 1
256 weinberg2 coswein2
Q2IQ - Mz2M2 + G 12 Mz2 E;
H*Χ 2b@Q_D:=*LΧ 2b= CompileA8Q<, 1
256 weinberg2 coswein2
Q2IQ - Mz2M2 + G 22 Mz2 E;
H*ehatsqr1@Q_D:=*L
ehatsqr1 = CompileA8Q<, eu2 - 2 eu Χ 1a@QD ve * vu + Χ 2a@QD I1 - ve2M I1 - HvuL2ME;H*ehatsqr2@Q_D:=*L
ehatsqr2 = CompileA8Q<, ed2 - 2 ed Χ 1b@QD ve * vd + Χ 2b@QD I1 - ve2M I1 - HvdL2ME;
zero@Q_D := 0;H*1=up, 2=down, 3=charm, 4=strange, 5=bottom, 6 would be top but is not considered*L
ehat = 8ehatsqr1, ehatsqr2, ehatsqr1, ehatsqr2, ehatsqr1, zeroH*,ehatsqr2*L<;H*coefficient1=8C1q,C1g<;
coefficientL=8CLq,CLg<;*
mC@j_,parton_D:=coefficient@@partonDD@jD;*L
mConv1@j_, Q_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D :=HC1q@jD * mFF@j, Q, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆DL + HC1g@jD * mFF@j, Q, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆DL;
mConvL@j_, Q_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D :=HCLq@jD * mFF@j, Q, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆DL + HCLg@jD * mFF@j, Q, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆DL;
mF1H@j_, Q_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D :=
2 * SumAehat@@qDD@QD * mFF@j, Q, n@@qDD, ΑΑ@@qDD, Β@@qDD, Γ@@qDD, ∆@@qDDD +
Α@QD
2 Pi
* mConv1@j, Q, n@@qDD, ΑΑ@@qDD, Β@@qDD, Γ@@qDD, ∆@@qDDD , 8q, 1, 5<E +
SumAehat@@qDD@QD * mFF@j, Q, n@@qDD, ΑΑ@@qDD, Β@@qDD, Γ@@qDD, ∆@@qDDD +
Α@QD
2 Pi
* mConv1@j, Q, n@@qDD, ΑΑ@@qDD, Β@@qDD, Γ@@qDD, ∆@@qDDD , 8q, 6, 6<E;
mFLH@j_, Q_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D := Α@QD
2 Pi
* 2 * Sum@ehat@@qDD@QD *HmConvL@j, Q, n@@qDD, ΑΑ@@qDD, Β@@qDD, Γ@@qDD, ∆@@qDDDL, 8q, 1, 5<D +
Sum@ehat@@qDD@QD * HmConvL@j, Q, n@@qDD, ΑΑ@@qDD, Β@@qDD, Γ@@qDD, ∆@@qDDDL, 8q, 6, 6<D;
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H*Observation: over j=0.5 mConvL and mConv1 become negative
solution: restrictions to coefficients*LH**Observation: under j=0.4 negative mF1H, mFLH becomes negative over 0.5*LH*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------*LH*Contour*L
contour = 1.3;
Φ =
3
4
* Pi;
j = contour + x * HExp@ä * ΦDL;H*Step 4a: Mellin Inversion with NIntegrate and calculating the cross section*LH*Coefficient functions LO*L
gu = 2 * 10-5;
gd = 4 * 10-5;
gc = 9 * 10-3;
gs = 8 * 10-4;
gb = 3 * 10-2;
g = 8gu, gd, gc, gs, gb, 0<;
<< NumericalDifferentialEquationAnalysis`H*LO*L
FFa@z_, Q_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D :=
1
Pi
* NIntegrateAImAIz-jM * mFF@j, Q, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆DE, 8x, 0, 5<E;
FLOa@z_, Q_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D :=
Sum@g@@qDD * FFa@z, Q, n@@qDD, ΑΑ@@qDD, Β@@qDD, Γ@@qDD, ∆@@qDDD, 8q, 1, 5<D +
Sum@g@@qDD * FFa@z, Q, n@@qDD, ΑΑ@@qDD, Β@@qDD, Γ@@qDD, ∆@@qDDD, 8q, 6, 6<D;H*NLO*L
SF1a@z_, Q_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D :=
1
Pi
* NIntegrateAImAIz-jM * mF1H@j, Q, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆DE, 8x, 0, 5<E;
SFLa@z_, Q_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D :=
1
Pi
* NIntegrateAImAIz-jM * mFLH@j, Q, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆DE, 8x, 0, 5<E;
H*Step 5a: calculation of cross section*L
NLO = False;
Σ 0@Q_D := 4 Pi * J 1137N2H*Α@QD2*L
QH*Q is Q2 and s = sqrtHqL*L ;
crosssec@z_, Q_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D :=
IfA
NLO == True,
1
Sum@ehat@@qDD@QD, 8q, 1, 6<D * H2 * SF1a@z, Q, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆D + SFLa@z, Q, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆DL,
1
Sum@ehat@@qDD@QD, 8q, 1, 6<D * HFLOa@z, Q, n, ΑΑ, Β, Γ, ∆DL EH*FIT*LH*Data Import*L
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H*import*L
SetDirectory@
DirectoryName@ToFileName@"FileName" . NotebookInformation@EvaluationNotebook@DDDDD;
directory = "mediaAA54578A54575861uniPhenix1thesisFF";
experiments = 8"pi0belle", "k0belle", "opalpi", "opalk"<;H*definitions*L
fullset = Table@0, 8v, 1, Length@experimentsD<D;
zvalues = Table@0, 8v, 1, Length@experimentsD<D;
yields = Table@0, 8v, 1, Length@experimentsD<D;
data = Table@0, 8v, 1, Length@experimentsD<D;
staterr = Table@0, 8v, 1, Length@experimentsD<D;
syserr = Table@0, 8v, 1, Length@experimentsD<D;
err = Table@0, 8v, 1, Length@experimentsD<D;
toterr = Table@0, 8v, 1, Length@experimentsD<D;
energies = 8BELLE, BELLE, OPAL, OPAL<;H*datause*L
ForAv = 1, v £ Length@experimentsD, v++,
fullset@@vDD =
Select@Import@directory <> experiments@@vDD <> ".dat"D, ð@@1DD ³ 0.0054 &D;
zvalues@@vDD = Take@fullset@@vDD, All, 81<D;
yields@@vDD = Take@fullset@@vDD, All, 82<D;
data@@vDD = Take@fullset@@vDD, All, 81, 2<D;
staterr@@vDD = Take@fullset@@vDD, All, 83<D;
syserr@@vDD = Take@fullset@@vDD, All, 84<D;
err@@vDD = Take@fullset@@vDD, 83, 4<D;
toterr@@vDD = staterr@@vDD2 + syserr@@vDD2 ;EH*datasets@@1DD=list of pions from belle and opal combined
datasets@@2DD=list of kaons from belle and opal combined*L
datasets = 8Join@
Table@Append@data@@1, iDD, energies@@1DDD, 8i, 1, Length@data@@1DDD<D,
Table@Append@data@@3, iDD, energies@@3DDD, 8i, 1, Length@data@@3DDD<DD,
Join@
Table@Append@data@@2, iDD, energies@@2DDD, 8i, 1, Length@data@@2DDD<D,
Table@Append@data@@4, iDD, energies@@4DDD, 8i, 1, Length@data@@4DDD<DD<;
datasetserr = 9JoinA
staterr@@1DD2 + syserr@@1DD2 , staterr@@3DD2 + syserr@@3DD2E,
JoinA
staterr@@2DD2 + syserr@@2DD2 , staterr@@4DD2 + syserr@@4DD2E=;H*chi² for 5 paramters, v=1: pion  BELLE,
v=2: kaon  BELLE, v=3: pion  OPAL, v=4: kaon  OPAL*L
chisquared@v_, n_, ΑΑ _, Β _, Γ _, ∆ _D := 98n@@vDD, ΑΑ@@vDD, Β@@vDD, Γ@@vDD, ∆@@vDD<,
SumAHcrosssec@datasets@@v, ii, 1DD, datasets@@v, ii, 3DD, n@@vDD,
ΑΑ@@vDD, Β@@vDD, Γ@@vDD, ∆@@vDDD - datasets@@v, ii, 2DDL2 Hdatasetserr@@v, iiDDL2, 8ii, 1, Length@datasets@@vDDD<E=
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H*multiple parameters 8pi0:u+au,d+ad,s+as,c+ac,b+ab,gluon<,8k0<*LH*LO*L
NLO = False;
marcoN = 880.367, 0.404, 0.197, 0.256, 0.469, 0.493<,80.054, 0.010, 0.361, 0.214, 0.147, 0.036<<;
marcoΑ = 88-0.228, -0.228, 0.123, -0.310, -1, 108, 1.179<,81.018, 1.322, 0.733, 0.239, -0.464, 5.282<<;
marcoΒ = 881.20, 1.20, 2.19, 4.89, 6.45, 2.83<, 81.20, 10.00, 1.20, 4.27, 7.37, 1.20<<;
marcoΓ = 885.29, 5.29, 7.80, 0.00, 0.00, -1.00<, 815.00, 10.00, 20.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00<<;
marco∆ = 884.51, 4.51, 6.80, 0.00, 0.00, 6.76<, 86.04, 3.67, 5.28, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00<<;H*NLO*L
marcoNNLO = 880.347, 0.380, 0.190, 0.271, 0.501, 0.279<,80.058, 0.016, 0.343, 0.196, 0.139, 0.017<<;
marcoΑ NLO= 88-0.015, -0.015, 0.520, -0.905, -1, 305, 0.899<,80.705, 1.108, -0, 065, 0.102, -0.584, 5.055<<;
marcoΒ NLO= 881.20, 1.20, 3.27, 3.23, 5.67, 1.57<, 81.20, 10.00, 1.20, 4.56, 7.42, 1.20<<;
marcoΓ NLO=8811.06, 11.06, 16.26, 0.00, 0.00, 20.00<, 815.00, 10.00, 4.36, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00<<;
marco∆ NLO= 884.23, 4.23, 8.46, 0.00, 0.00, 4.91<, 86.02, 3.28, 3.73, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00<<;
myN := If@NLO  False,
Table@Random@Real, 80 * marcoN@@had, partDD, 2 * marcoN@@had, partDD<D,8had, 1, 2<, 8part, 1, 6<D, Table@Random@Real,80 * marcoNNLO@@had, partDD, 2 * marcoNNLO@@had, partDD<D, 8had, 1, 2<, 8part, 1, 6<DD;
myΑ := If@NLO  False,
Table@Random@Real, 82 * marcoΑ@@had, partDD, 0 * marcoΑ@@had, partDD<D,8had, 1, 2<, 8part, 1, 6<D,
Table@Random@Real, 82 * marcoΑ NLO@@had, partDD, 0 * marcoΑ NLO@@had, partDD<D,8had, 1, 2<, 8part, 1, 6<DD;
myΒ := If@NLO  False,
Table@Random@Real, 80 * marcoΒ@@had, partDD, 2 * marcoΒ@@had, partDD<D,8had, 1, 2<, 8part, 1, 6<D,
Table@Random@Real, 80 * marcoΒ NLO@@had, partDD, 2 * marcoΒ NLO@@had, partDD<D,8had, 1, 2<, 8part, 1, 6<DD;
myΓ := If@NLO  False,
Table@Random@Real, 80 * marcoΓ@@had, partDD, 2 * marcoΓ@@had, partDD<D,8had, 1, 2<, 8part, 1, 6<D,
Table@Random@Real, 80 * marcoΓ NLO@@had, partDD, 2 * marcoΓ NLO@@had, partDD<D,8had, 1, 2<, 8part, 1, 6<DD;
my∆ := If@NLO  False,
Table@Random@Real, 80 * marco∆@@had, partDD, 2 * marco∆@@had, partDD<D,8had, 1, 2<, 8part, 1, 6<D,
Table@Random@Real, 80 * marco∆ NLO@@had, partDD, 2 * marco∆ NLO@@had, partDD<D,8had, 1, 2<, 8part, 1, 6<DD;
SeedRandom@1D
results = 8<;
While@True,
temp = chisquared@1, myN, myΑ, myΒ, myΓ, my∆D;
Print@tempD;
results = Append@results, tempDD
resultsH*Plots*LH*for BELLE*L
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pizeroN = 80.10256533196328209`, 0.31449653668345856`, 0.08021694451674993`,
0.47608135707526783`, 0.30808441693358174`, 0.7995306325041155`<;
pizeroΑ = 8-0.1446025616990666`, -0.010231707381688817`, 0.10127099197555803`,
-0.134444832154126`, -0.940629024017185`, 26.766149147723006`<;
pizeroΒ = 80.5558547991519033`, 2.1788370042309473`, 3.039122880538067`,
5.923005663543649`, 11.650737692090516`, 0.5488261865263675`<;
pizeroΓ = 810.122846856196453`, 3.0229525166725764`,
11.479583755022292`, 0.`, 0.`, -0.3236118861744443`<;
pizero∆ = 87.9694332833342525`, 8.631058074244129`,
12.409925461694824`, 0.`, 0.`, 11.626041271646699`<;
zz = data@@1, All, 1DD;
listcrosssec = crosssec@zz, BELLE, pizeroN, pizeroΑ, pizeroΒ, pizeroΓ, pizero∆D
fitvals = 88zz@@1DD, listcrosssec@@1DD<,8zz@@2DD, listcrosssec@@2DD<, 8zz@@3DD, listcrosssec@@3DD<,8zz@@4DD, listcrosssec@@4DD<, 8zz@@5DD, listcrosssec@@5DD<,8zz@@6DD, listcrosssec@@6DD<, 8zz@@7DD, listcrosssec@@7DD<,8zz@@8DD, listcrosssec@@8DD<, 8zz@@9DD, listcrosssec@@9DD<,8zz@@10DD, listcrosssec@@10DD<, 8zz@@11DD, listcrosssec@@11DD<,8zz@@12DD, listcrosssec@@12DD<, 8zz@@13DD, listcrosssec@@13DD<,8zz@@14DD, listcrosssec@@14DD<, 8zz@@15DD, listcrosssec@@15DD<,8zz@@16DD, listcrosssec@@16DD<, 8zz@@17DD, listcrosssec@@17DD<,8zz@@18DD, listcrosssec@@18DD<, 8zz@@19DD, listcrosssec@@19DD<,8zz@@20DD, listcrosssec@@20DD<, 8zz@@21DD, listcrosssec@@21DD<,8zz@@22DD, listcrosssec@@22DD<, 8zz@@23DD, listcrosssec@@23DD<,8zz@@24DD, listcrosssec@@24DD<, 8zz@@25DD, listcrosssec@@25DD<,8zz@@26DD, listcrosssec@@26DD<, 8zz@@27DD, listcrosssec@@27DD<,8zz@@28DD, listcrosssec@@28DD<, 8zz@@29DD, listcrosssec@@29DD<,8zz@@30DD, listcrosssec@@30DD<, 8zz@@31DD, listcrosssec@@31DD<,8zz@@32DD, listcrosssec@@32DD<, 8zz@@33DD, listcrosssec@@33DD<,8zz@@34DD, listcrosssec@@34DD<, 8zz@@35DD, listcrosssec@@35DD<,8zz@@36DD, listcrosssec@@36DD<, 8zz@@37DD, listcrosssec@@37DD<,8zz@@38DD, listcrosssec@@38DD<, 8zz@@39DD, listcrosssec@@39DD<,8zz@@40DD, listcrosssec@@40DD<, 8zz@@41DD, listcrosssec@@41DD<,8zz@@42DD, listcrosssec@@42DD<, 8zz@@43DD, listcrosssec@@43DD<,8zz@@44DD, listcrosssec@@44DD<, 8zz@@45DD, listcrosssec@@45DD<,8zz@@46DD, listcrosssec@@46DD<, 8zz@@47DD, listcrosssec@@47DD<,8zz@@48DD, listcrosssec@@48DD<, 8zz@@49DD, listcrosssec@@49DD<,8zz@@50DD, listcrosssec@@50DD<, 8zz@@51DD, listcrosssec@@51DD<,8zz@@52DD, listcrosssec@@52DD<, 8zz@@53DD, listcrosssec@@53DD<,8zz@@54DD, listcrosssec@@54DD<, 8zz@@55DD, listcrosssec@@55DD<<;
ListLogPlot@data@@3DDD
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
2
5
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20
50
100
200
ListLogPlot@8fitvals<, Joined ® TrueD
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ShowAListLogPlot@data@@1DDD,
ListLogPlot@8fitvals<, Joined ® TrueD, AxesLabel ® 9z, 1
Σtot
dΣh
dz
=E
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dΣh
dzΣtot
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Abstract / Zusammenfassung
Um den Prozess der Hadronproduktion zu erkla¨ren sind sowohl theoretische
Vorhersagen, also auch experimentelle Ergebnisse no¨tig. Sto¨rungstheoretisch
berechnete Wirkungsquerschnitte, gemeinsam mit zwei nicht rein theoretisch
berechenbaren Komponenten, dienen zur Beschreibung von Streuvorga¨ngen,
in denen Hadronen beobachtet werden ko¨nnen. Erstere ko¨nnen ohne zusa¨tzliche
Information im Rahmen der Quantenchromodynamik, der Eichtheorie der
starken Wechselwirkung, berechnet werden, die letzteren zwei Komponenten
hingegen, beno¨tigen zur Bestimmung zusa¨tzliche Informationen, die nur aus
Experimentellen Daten gewonnen werden ko¨nnen. Diese beiden Teile der
Beschreibung von Hadronisationsprozessen sind Parton- Verteilungsfunk-
tionen (PDFs) und Framentationsfunktionen (FFs), wobei PDFs eine Wah-
schreinlichkeitsverteilung angeben, ein Parton innerhalb eines Hadrons zu
finden, mit einem gewissen Impulsanteil des “Mutter”-Hadrons. FFs hinge-
gen, auf deren Berechnung sich diese Arbeit beschra¨nkt, beschreiben eine
Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung ein Hadron zu finden mit einem gewissen Im-
pulsanteil des erzeugenden Partons. Fragmentationsfunktionen beschreiben
somit einen Einteilchen-Endzustand eines Streuprozesses wohingegen Parton-
Verteilungsfunktionen Aussagen u¨ber ein Anfangsteilchen machen.
Aufgrund einer, fu¨r nicht-abelsche Eichtheorien spezifischen Eigenschaft,
der Asymptotischen Freiheit, sind sto¨rungstheoretische Berechnungen solcher
physikalischer Vorga¨nge nur fu¨r relativ hohe Energien mo¨glich. Der eigentliche
Hadronisationsprozess findet allerdings bei niedrigeren Energien statt und
seine vollsta¨ndige Beschreibung beno¨tigt daher die zusa¨tzliche Verwendung
von experimentellen Ergebnissen.
Die so erhaltenen Funktionen erlauben Aussagen u¨ber Details von Reaktio-
nen, die in dieser Genauikeit von keinem theoretischen Modell allein erreicht
werden ko¨nnen und sind daher fu¨r die Beschreibung von Nucleon-Strukturen
von a¨ußerst hohem Wert.
Ein großer Vorteil der Berechnung von Fragmentationsfunktionen liegt in
ihrer Prozessunabha¨gigkeit. Da die Eigenschaften eines Hadrons die gle-
ichen sind, unabha¨ngig von der Art seiner Produktion, ist eine solche Funk-
tion nicht nur fu¨r gleiche Experimente anderer Energien anwendbar, son-
dern kann auch Aussagen u¨ber vo¨llig andere phyikalische Prozesse treffen,
in denen Hadronen erzeugt werden. Diese Tatsache macht Fragmentations-
funktionen fu¨r eine Vielzahl von Anwendungen in der Hochenergiephysik zu
einem wertvollen Instrument.
In dieser Arbeit wurden FFs berechnet indem zuerst der sto¨rungstheoretisch
bestimmbare Teil ermittelt wurde und schließlich der gesamte Wirkungs-
querschnitt mit Hilfe einer Chi2-Minimierung, zu Daten aus Elektron- Positron-
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Annihilationsexperimenten berechnet. Die vollsta¨ndige Beschreibung des
Wirkungsquerschnittes beinhaltet eine Lo¨sung der Renormierungsgruppen-
gleichung, um die quantenchromodynamische Kopplunssta¨rke αS(Q
2), in
Abha¨ngigkeit der Energie Q2 zu bestimmen, sowie die Evolution mit Q2,
die den Vergleich von Ergebnissen bei verschiedenen Energien ermo¨glicht.
Dafu¨r ist es notwending eine Anfangsparametisierung DHi , der sogenannten
DGLAP-Evolution zu unterziehen. Diese von Dokshitzer, Gribov, Lipatov,
Altarelli und Parisi entwickelte Evolutionsgleichung entha¨lt Faltungen der
Parametrisierung mit “Splittingfunctions”, welche die Wahrscheinlichkeit
angeben, dass ein Parton ein weiteres Parton (beispielsweise ein Quark
oder Gluon), mit einem bestimmten Impulsanteil des urspru¨nglichen ab-
strahlt. Um den gesamten Wirkungsquerschnitt
1
σtot
dσH
dz
bestimmen zu
ko¨nnen muss schließlich die Wahschreinlichkeit der eigentlichen Erzeugung
der Partonen aus e+e− und deren Imulsanteil miteinbezogen werden, was
durch Faltungen mit “Coefficientfunctions” erreicht wird.
Um diese, nur numerisch durchfu¨hrbaren Berechnungen effizient mo¨glich zu
machen, ist es notwendig im Mellin-Raum zu arbeiten, in dem sich Faltun-
gen zu Produkten reduzieren lassen. Nun ist es mo¨glich die freien Parameter
in DHi durch einen Fit an Daten zu bestimmen.
In dieser Arbeit wurden oben genannte Berechnungen durchgefu¨hrt, Frag-
mentationsfunktionen in Leading Order bestimmt und mit Daten aus den
e+e−-Annihilationsexperimenten OPAL und BELLE verglichen. Eine Er-
weiterung um die Berechnung in Next-to-Leading Order ga¨be zusa¨tzliche In-
formationen, sowie besser konvergierende Fits und war aufgrund des angewen-
deten Fit-Programmes in dieser Analyse nicht mo¨glich.
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